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Cadastral Sur
errit
orial disput
es in Somaliland
Survveys: addressing tterrit
erritorial
disputes
John Drysdale describes how Natural Area Codes and a Geographic Information System (GIS)
database are enabling farmers in Somaliland to gain legal title to their land.
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bdi Hassan, a farmer in the Gabiley
district of Somaliland, proudly holds
out a laminated ID card to a visiting
extension worker. The card is a land
ownership certificate issued by the
Ministry of Agriculture, and includes a
headshot of Hassan, his name and a 10digit code. ‘This code represents the exact
location of my farm’, Hassan explains.
‘Every farmer in the area now has one. For
generations, our farm land had not been
formally surveyed, so there were no
officially recognized boundaries. The
authorities would not issue any land title
deeds. The situation has been worse since
the end of the civil war. When the farmers
returned there were many disputes over
land, which sometimes became violent.
No more – our land boundaries are now
indisputable’.
This transformation has been achieved
through a major UNDP-supported
initiative, implemented by a local NGO,
Cadastral Surveys, in collaboration with a
Canadian company, NAC Geographic
Products Inc. (NACGEO). Together they

have helped to bring peace to this troubled
region by surveying, delineating and
registering land boundaries on the basis of
the Natural Area Coding System.
Natural area codes (NACs) are
basically a simpler, more compact form of
geographical coordinates than those used
by other mapping methods such as the
global positioning system (GPS).
NACGEO has developed a computer
algorithm that shortens the long strings of
longitude-latitude coordinates and replaces
them with NACs, or digital addresses, that
are as easy to remember as telephone
numbers. A NAC consists of a string of up
to ten alphanumeric characters – the
longer the string, the smaller the area, and
thus the greater the detail. Thus, a twocharacter NAC specifies an area of about
1000 square kilometres, six characters 1
square kilometre, and ten characters one
square metre. In Somaliland, it was decided
to use ten-character NACs, providing
unique identifiers for every farm plot,
building or even tree.

The NAC system
NACGEO has so far assigned NACs for
17 countries, of which Somaliland is the
only one in the developing world. There
were no existing map databases that could
be easily converted to the NAC system –
Cadastral Surveys therefore had to start the
mapping process from scratch.
The NAC mapping process is a rather
complex undertaking. Cadastral
Surveys sends a team into the
field equipped with a theodolite
to survey, record and map the
exact locations of fixed objects
such as houses or physical
landmarks, and farm boundaries.
Since neighbouring farmers
must agree on the location of
their shared boundaries before
the surveying work can begin,
they tend to resolve their
disputes relatively quickly.
Later, concrete blocks are
embedded in the ground at
various points to mark the
agreed boundaries.
The surveyors’
measurements are recorded, and
copies are sent to the Cadastral
Surveys head office in Gabiley.
There, the raw data are
examined to correct any
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preliminary schematic map showing the
location and area of each parcel of land.
This basic map, or ‘ground layer’, is then
emailed to NACGEO in Toronto, where
cartographers superimpose onto it a
rectangular grid of NAC coordinates. Any
point on the map can now be identified
with a unique NAC.
The new two-layer map is emailed back
to Cadastral Surveys, where it is fed into
the GIS database. Further layers can then
be added to indicate other relevant details
such as the location of wells and rain
gauges. The finished product is a wall map
of the area showing all the surveyed
property boundaries and their coordinates,
which is displayed in government and UN
agency offices for all to see.
‘The surveyors then return to the field
and paint the NACs onto the concrete
‘boundary blocks’ embedded in the
ground. The NACs are stored in a ‘master’
database maintained by Cadastral Surveys,
and at the Ministry of Agriculture. The
Ministry uses the database to update land
sale and inheritance records and, crucially,
to issue laminated land registration
certificates and freehold title deeds to
individual farmers. The Ministry may also
decide to use the database to manage the
tax records for each farm.
Cadastral Surveys has so far surveyed
and assigned Natural Area Codes to 3500
farms in Somaliland. Although Cadastral
Surveys has been using GIS and the NAC
system for less than a year, it has already
seen a massive increase in its mapping
productivity as the skills of local staff have
improved. In the near future a new Institute
of Land, Soil and Water Surveying will be
established at the University of Hargeisa,
where Somalis will be able to further
develop their surveying and mapping
skills. The current GIS maps will also be
enhanced with additional topographical
data and soil and water information, which
will undoubtedly be of value in the future
development of the region.
The NAC system has benefited the
farmers of Somaliland in many ways, not
least in resolving conflicts over land and
helping rebuild communities. With the
boundaries clearly indicated on a map, on
ID cards and in concrete in the ground,
their land is now a valuable legal asset that
they can use as collateral for loans and
may pass on to their children.
John Drysdale (email:
john_drysdale@yahoo.com) is director of
Somaliland Cadastral Surveys. For further
information, visit www.nacgeo.com/nacsite/
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